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ABSTRACT 
Let A denote a central separable algebra over a global field K with ring of 
integers R, and let A denote an R-order in A. It is shown that when A is hereditary 
and A is Eichler/ R, then A E A has a left factor having reduced norm an associate of 
r E R whenever r divides the reduced norm of A. In particular, if A = M,(K), it 
follows that a matrix in a hereditary R-order in a A having determinant divisible by 
r E R has a left factor having determinant r. 
The notation and terminology herein are taken from [4] except where 
specified. K denotes a local or global field having ring of integers R, A is a 
separable K-algebra, and nr = nrA,K denotes the reduced norm from A to K. 
The R-orders A in A considered below are assumed to be full; i.e., AK = A. 
We say that A has factorization induced by norm factorization (FNF) if for 
h E A, r E R, h has a left divisor having reduced norm mc for some unit 
u E R whenever r divides nr(h) (necessarily, r f 0). 
The investigation of factorization induced by norm factorization in [l] for 
the matrix order M,(R), R a commutative Noetherian ring, was initially 
motivated by its relationship with the condition for a stably free projective 
R-module to be free. There it is shown that the Noetherian rings R such that 
M,(R) has factorization induced by determinant factorization for all positive 
integers n are the rings of global dimension at most 2 with the property that 
every projective module of constant rank is stably isomorphic to a projective 
ideal and finitely generated stably free projective modules are free modules. 
More recently, the property of factorization induced by norm factorization for 
orders in quaternion K-algebras was seen to correspond to the 
genus/spinor-genus structure of ternary and quatemary quadratic R-lattices 
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[2, 31. This note represents a ramification of the previous research to the case 
of R-orders in central separable algebras over a global field K. Our purpose 
is the following theorem: 
THEOREM. Let A denote a central separable algebra over a global field K 
with ring of integers R, and assume that A satisfies the Eichler condition with 
respect to R. lf A is a hereditary R-order in A, A E A, r E R, and r I nr(h), 
then there is a unit u E R and a left divisor p E A for A sutisfying ru = nr(p). 
Moreover, u can be taken arbitrary subject to the condition that r-u is positive 
at each real valuation of K which ramifies in every simple component of A. 
LEMMA. Let R denote a complete discrete valuation ring having field of 
quotients K, and let A denote a central, separable K-algebra. If A is a 
hereditary R-order in A, A E A, r E R, then r I nr(A) implies the existence of 
a left divisor p E A for A with nr(p) = r. 
Proof. Let pR be the maximal ideal in R. Since A is a direct sum of 
hereditary R-orders Ai in the simple components Ai, 1 <i < t, of A 
[4, 40.71, by setting Ai equal to the projection of A in Ai, ri the power of p 
dividing nr(A,) for i < t, and rt = (nr,>/r, we see that the proof reduces to 
the case that A is a central simple K-algebra. Hence we can assume that 
A = M,(D) with D a central division algebra over K. Let A denote the 
maximal R-order in D, and let .9 denote the radical of A. We can assume A 
to be the ring of block k X k matrices with the ij block consisting of ni X nj 
matrices over A when 1~ j < i < k, and ni X nj matrices over 9 when 
l<i<j<k, forsomepartition nl,..., nk of n [4, 39.141. Since each unit in 
R occurs as a reduced norm from A [5, 7.21 and hence from A, it suffices to 
show that each A E A having reduced norm divisible by p has a left factor 
with reduced norm an associate of p. Since a matrix in M,Y(A) can be 
diagonalized by left and right multiplication by units, we can assume, after 
right and left multiplication by diagonal block invertible matrices in A, that 
the diagonal block entries of A are themselves diagonal matrices. In the latter 
event, A falls in the subring T, of all upper triangular matrices modulo 9; 
consequently, we can assume that A = T,,. Since the lemma holds in the case 
n = 1 (see [4, 13.2 and Example 5, p. 15211, we can also assume n > 1. Now 
set A=((Y~~), l<i,j<n. 
Case 1: ff,r or (Y,, is a unit. By symmetry, we can assume oil to be a 
unit. Adjust by a unit to get (pi, = 1, and multiply on the left with I, - ail Ei, 
to get cri, = 0, 1 < i. Let (Y denote the resulting lower (n - l)X(n - 1) block 
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of A. By induction, (Y = RS with R, 6 E T,, and p = nr(R>. Consequently, 
1 0 ... 0 1 (Yi2 ... al?l 
A= [. 0 II 0 
P : 6 
0 0 
is the desired factorization. 
Case 2: z- divides both aI1 and a,,,, where rrA = 9. First, sequen- 
tially adjust A by left multiplication with units from A so that whenever czii 
is a unit then ‘yji = 0 for j > i. Now let 1 = k(1) < . . . < k(t) = n denote 
those indices i for which czii is divisible by n-. Define matrices /3,y as 
follows. The first row of /3 is the n-tuple (0,. . . ,O, 7); the last row of y is the 
first row of A divided by r. For those i not in the list of kj’s, the ith row of 
R is the n-tuple ei=(O ,..., O,l,O ,..., 0) with 1 in the ith position, and the 
ith row of y is the ith row of A. Let the k(j + I)th row of R be ekcj) and the 
k(j)th row of y be the k( j + I)th row of A. By construction, A = Ry, 
nr(R) = + nr(r) = + p [4, p. 1521; hence the proof follows. n 
Proof of the Theorem. Assume that A E A, r E R are given with r 
dividing nr(A). Let P denote a maximal ideal in R, let K, denote the 
completion of K with respect to its P-adic topology, and let R,, A, denote 
the closure of R, A in K,, A, respectively. Since AP is a hereditary 
R,-order [4, 40.51 and A, is a central, separable K,-algebra, the lemma 
above implies that A has a left divisor pp in A, having determinant r. Let L 
denote the R-lattice on A whose completion at each prime P is ppAp. Now 
let A’ denote a maximal R-order in A containing A, and set L’ = LA’. Since 
Lb = ppnlp, the reduced norm nr(L’,) = nr(pp)R, = (det pp)R, = rR,, and 
it follows that nr(L’) = rR (see [4, $241). Since A satisfies the Eichler 
condition relative to R (is Eichler/ R) and nr( L’) is principal, Eichler’s 
theorem [4, 34.91 implies that L’ is principal. A theorem of Jacobinski 
[4, 40.221 implies that L is a principal right A-ideal. If p denotes a generator 
for L, then a local argument shows that nr(p) = ru with u a unit in R. Since 
A 2 L and A E L, p is a left divisor of A in A. Finally, since ru is a reduced 
norm, ru > 0 at each real valuation which ramifies in every simple compo- 
nent of A. If v is another such unit, then w = vu- ’ > 0 at each real valuation 
ramifying in every simple component of A, and it suffices to show that such a 
w is a reduced norm from A. As in the proof of the lemma above, w is a 
reduced norm from AP for each prime P of R. If P is a non-R prime of K, 
then w is a reduced norm from the completion A, [4, 33.41. The proof that w 
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is a reduced norm from A when w is a reduced norm from A, for all P now 
follows from the strong approximation theorems [5, proof of 8.21. W 
COHOLLARY. Let K be a global field with ring of integers R, and let A be 
a hereditary R-order in M,( K ). If A E A has determinant dizjisible by r E R, 
then h has a right dioisor in A hating determinant r. 
REUAHKS. R. M. Guralnick points out that the proof of the above 
corollary can be modified to work for R an arbitrary Dedekind domain. The 
needed refinements are to replace Eichler’s norm theorem with a Morita 
equivalence argument, use the lifting theorem for hereditary orders to 
maximal orders over Dedekind domains [4, 40.161, and replace Jacobinski’s 
cancellation theorem with Drozd’s cancellation theorem [5, Theorem 16.81. 
It is quite possible that the converse of the above theorem is also true. 
Using the characterization of quatemion orders which satisfy FNF given in 
[3, Theorem 31, it is not difficult to see that the converse is valid when A is 
an indefinite quatemion algebra over a number field K. 
The Eichler condition is definitely required for the theorem, since there 
are only finitely many positive definite quaternion orders over the rational 
integers which satisfy FNF [2, Theorem 61. Finally, the condition that the 
algebra is central cannot be dropped, as is seen by considering the Z-order A 
of 2 x 2 matrices over Z(i). Since A is a maximal Z-order, A is hereditary [4, 
21.41, but k3 is not a reduced norm from A. Such examples would be 
excluded if we used instead the reduced norm from A into its center; 
however, factorization with respect to this norm reduces immediately to the 
central case. 
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